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Annon Returns to Earth with an NFT
This “ineffable blast of indulgence” gifts Earth with her new media offering
available as an NFT.
(July 16, 2021) - The extraterrestrial Annon graces Earth with her presence, bringing along an
NFT which was released today, July 16. The NFT is available for perusal and ownership on Red
Giant’s Mintable.app store that can be accessed HERE.
Annon’s NFT titled “Poolside Dance,” includes a video of Annon traveling across time in what
would best be described as a “full-body expression of celestial joy.” Along with the video,
Annon’s unforgettable features are captured in a variety of locales highlighting her travels including 22 unique moments digitally captured.
While no written description can do this being justice, Annon can best be encapsulated by these
words. “Bareback-Riding the Magellianic clouds of the Milky Way, a welcomed visitor from
another galaxy blasted through Earth’s atmosphere into our backyard, Stunning, luminous,
spectacular, and distracting as hell, Annon graces our streets, homes, offices, parks, with an
unparalleled sway of her assets, carefully crafted by a conscientious creator. If this is the
embodiment of alien life, sign me up for deep space exploration. And as quickly as she comes,
she disappears. Electrically elusive, the host just got ghosted.”
About Red Giant Rights Group, LLC: Red Giant Rights Group, LLC, assists legacy artists with
copyright protection by applying the intricacies of the US Copyright Act to their advantage, or to
the advantage of their surviving family members. In addition to representing artists in contract
negotiations with record labels, publishers, and production companies, Red Giant also provides
services ranging from Royalty Hunting, Synchronizations and Licensing, Digital Distribution, Music
Publishing, Podcasting, Merchandising, Life Stories, Catalog Acquisition, and most recently NFTs.

